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Cornell Chronicle;  November, 2011

The average person has 
about 130 acquaintances, 
but only 2 close friends.



"Despite the diversity 
of their travel history, 
humans follow simple 
reproducible patterns."

Nature;  March, 2008



Though we download over 
3 apps per month, we 
spend almost 80% of our 
time with our 3 favorites.

ComScore US Mobile App Report; 2016



We have more choices than ever, but 
we stick with what (& whom) we love.



@brianpaganthegreatness.studio

https://thegreatness.studio/
https://twitter.com/brianpagan


http://d3e.co/internationalpastime


Love Story Canvas

Stories: Building Blocks

Introduction

Goodies & Downloads

Compassionate Design

What is Love?



“Our findings show that 
love can be truthfully 
extended to products 
because the processes in 
which love is experienced 
and change over time 
are the same as in 
interpersonal love.”

Dr. Beatriz Russo
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#design4love



Love’s 5 Phases

Attraction

Continuation

Ending



Russo, B. (2010). Shoes, Cars, And Other Love Stories: Investigating the experience of love for products.

The Process of Love



What are you 
bingeing lately?



EPISODE

ACT

SEASON

SCENE

BEAT

Architecture 
of a TV Show



“The most complex and 
rewarding result of dramatic 
action is catharsis, defined by 
Aristotle as the pleasurable 
release of emotion.”

Image adapted from Hilary Hulteen

Dr. Brenda Laurel

Computers as Theatre, 2nd Edition. Brenda Laurel, 2013



Freytag’s Dramatic Arc

Exposition

Climax

Dénouement



Every action must be complete.
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Poetics. Aristotle, 350 BC

Beginning Middle End



Larger narratives are 
made up of smaller stories.



Beat

Scene

Episode

Act



Season



Image adapted from: Floris Looijesteijn

So how do we 
design for love?





The interactions 
that happen in 
every scene

The story arc that 
emerges over time

#design4love







#design4love



Example: 
Philips HealthSuite Set a 

goal

Join 
coaching 
program



Example: 
Frequent Flyer

Frequent 
Flyer 

Program

Earn 
levels



Spend
quality 
time

together

Got 
married!

Example: 
Hester & Brian



Compassion

Empathy

Sympathy

Apathy

Hierarchy of Spiritual Intelligence, Cindy Wigglesworth

Compassionate Design
is about using our 
superpowers to 
actively help people.

#design4love
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“We all have lives to 
live and humaning
to be done.."

Hester Bruikman-Pagán
uxenzo.com

Image adapted from Ivan Daniluk



Thank you, Superhero!

d3e.co/socialux

Slides & References

ART

HUMANITY

EMOTION

SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

INTELLECT

Your 
superpowers

http://d3e.co/socialux
http://d3e.co/socialux
http://d3e.co/socialux
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